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Red Alert: Prepping
for Breaking News
URL of presentation
Hashtag: #p4bn
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Is your site ready
when big news happens?

I’m sure a number of you here today are the ones directly responsible for posting
breaking news stories on your site -- or have been the ones to do that, even though it
may not be your primary job.
When a big news event breaks, it’s like that first drop on a roller coaster -- there’s
time to hold on and lean in, but not much time to plan your journey at that point. So
you better be prepared before the ride starts.
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* The death of Princess Diana
* The attacks and destruction of 9/11
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* A wildfire or blizzard
* A shooting or bombing

Big news events might be
national or international

Or they might be
regional or local

Whatever the case, today we’re here to talk about how to prepare for an unplanned
breaking news story, especially one that has people wanting ongoing updates, where
they might visiting more than once, and where you're likely to have a lot of new
visitors all at once.
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I'm going to walk you through the steps you need to think about and prepare for in
advance of a big news event.
But first, let me tell you a little about myself. I currently run a Web design and
development company called Hop Studios. We're based in Vancouver, Canada.

Travis Smith

Noozhawk

We build and maintain the Web sites of a number of news (and news-like)
organizations. Some examples would be:
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A community news source, focused on Santa Barbara, California. Over the years,
they’ve had their share of fires, shootings, floods and so forth.

Truthdig

Before That
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Since 2005, they’ve been a national online news source for political and cultural
issues. They have had controversial stories and opinion columns that can, in any
week, possibly hit big nationally.
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Hop Studios has been building Web sites since 2003, which would already be a long
time in the Web world, except that I’ve been building Websites for about twice that
time -- back to the era where getting online required making sure that no one else in
your house was using the phone line.
Before starting Hop Studios, I was the editor of Variety.com, which was one of the
first newspapers to put content on the Internet behind a paywall. That was in the year
2000...
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So, I've seen a lot of news sites as they’ve dealt with a lot of breaking news
situations, and I wanted to share some of the lessons that I’ve learned along the way.
Let’s find out a bit about you — print / online / broadcast? Writers / editors? Small
market / large market?

Before That
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There are two stages to a
breaking news situation:
•

Preparing for them

•

Benefitting from them

And before that, I helped build the Los Angeles Times Website, which launched in
1995. I remember when subscriptions to our nightly email newsletter subscriptions
hit 10,000, and how long it took to send that out… Good times.

When it comes to preparing, there's nothing like actually doing a test. If you haven't
simulated a big breaking news situation in your newsroom, it's time you did. And
when I say benefitting, I do mean that — this is your time to shine, and this is why
you’re in the journalism business.
Testing regularly is important. As you make organic, small updates and changes to
your site’s design and structure over the weeks and months, it's possible that how
you built something to work originally, isn't how it works now.
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To Prepare for Big
News: Practice!

Practice makes you more eﬃcient, it helps eliminate mistakes, it identifies subtle
issues with your processes, software, and hardware,
and it gives you an opportunity to spot ways to improve when you're not under
immediate pressure to simply get through your work.
I'm sure you did fire drills as a kid or even now... this is the same thing. When you’re
practicing, there's two parts you’re testing: Testing your own processes
——
Testing your infrastructure
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Test Your
Documentation

You want a test to reveal any problems with your documentation. In a breaking news
situation, you might have people doing jobs they aren’t 100% familiar with.
When Princess Diana got into that car crash in a tunnel in Paris, I was in Los Angeles,
browsing in a book store. I got called to come in immediately and my friend drove me
directly to my work ... and immediately got drafted into helping to create a photo
gallery on a content management system that he’d never used before. Also, he was
an accountant. Having clear documentation from our photo editor, who wasn’t in yet,
helped a lot.
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Testing Your Process

You want a test to reveal any problems with your output - so you do have to have
actual output.
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Have an
Emergency
Call List

Testing your own process involves having a way to test-post a big story and see if
everything flows like you expect. It involves seeing what slows you down, or what
steps you can eliminate or automate, to be able to react more quickly, and with fewer
chances of errors or omissions.

And to jump back to Princess Diana for a second -- it helped having an emergency
call list with everyone’s cell numbers AND their home numbers AND alternate
numbers. There are actually people who turn their cell phones oﬀ at night, crazy as
that seems, so it’s a good idea to have everyone’s contact information -- especially
for people who live closest to your oﬃce, even if they aren’t the main editorial folks.
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It can sometimes happen that an editorial story can involve consideration of an advertiser -- the
default example in journalism text books is about airline ads next to a story about a plane
crash. But online, it could also be ads for political candidates who might want to pull them,
ads for events that are now suddenly canceled, ads for vacations in areas that are no longer
vacation friendly… Or even, as in this screenshot, mismatches that are more about tone than a
direct content/ad conflict.
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And in times of a big news story, too, folks from other departments can simply provide another
set of eyes, ears, or hands, to compile data, follow news from other sources, handle phone
calls… it’s good to have that current staﬀ list with sales and marketing as well as editorial.

Include Advertising

Include Advertising

Besides, big news situations are the most exciting time to be in a news operation. Include the
ad side in your process testing so that they can can be eﬀective when breaking news happens.
Including them in an actual big news situation, and they’ll be useful and appreciative both.
Everyone likes to feel that their work is important and significant, and breaking news does that
really well.
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That staﬀ list should also have the direct, 24-hour numbers for your web hosting
company and your web developer, if they’re diﬀerent. You definitely don’t want to be
stuck using only email to get help with a time-sensitive site disruption.
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How many of you heard about the little testing slip up that happened in Hawaii
recently?

Have Hosting on
Speed Dial

Use Test
Data

Hawaii's Emergency Management Agency sent out an alert in January that went to
the cellphones of many people in Hawaii, that announced there was an ballistic
missile inbound. There was no missile, it was a testing drill that went awry, and I’m
sure it will be used as an example of bad testing for the next 20 years. But it will
certainly lead to improvements in the emergency alert protocols both in Hawaii and
elsewhere.
Make sure you always test with clearly identified TEST DATA. Never test with a joke
or even something that sounds kind of plausible: "Trump Takes a Dump" is not a
good test headline, because you never can be sure a test won’t go live to the public,
or not get erased and eventually show up in your site’s search or something.
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When you do tests, you might be tempted to test on the weekend or late at night...
that's not the worst idea, and if you’re big on comprehensive testing, then you should
do that.
However, if you have to pick just one time to test, I encourage you to test your
process in the morning, around 10am, after everyone is in, after everyone has had
their coﬀee... That way, if something goes wrong, you're all there to catch it, and to fix
it. Testing is intended to turn up unintended consequences, and if it does, you may
need resources on hand. Even if it doesn’t, having more sharp, wide-awake eyes will
lead to better improvements and folks might even remember what they learned during
testing.

Test When It’s Easy
to Test

Nothing's worse than deleting a test and realizing that you mistakenly deleted
something important and because it’s the middle of the night you can't reach anyone
to get it back for you.
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Alert Your Staff

Also, and maybe I should have said this as the number one item…. -- let your whole
staﬀ know you're testing!
You don’t want anyone to freak out, or to react to the test in a way you don’t want.
You’re testing your system, you’re not surprise quizzing your employees.
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How Many Visitors?

How many visitors can your website handle at once? Do you know?
Do you know how many visitors your site has during your usual daily peak?
Do you know how many simultaneous visitors an average news site has, like the
Albany Times Union, or New York Post? The numbers are may be a lot lower (or
higher) than you think, depending on how you look at them.
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How Many Visitors?

Google Analytics has a real-time report that will show you how many people are on
your site at once. Here’s some math
If you have a popular story that gets, say, 100,000 page views in a day. That’s
converts evenly to about 4000 page views an hour, or 70 page views a minute, or
about 1 page view a second.
If you look at Google Analytics’ real-time report, it’ll tell you how many active users
you have. By this it means, how many unique visitors in the last 30 minutes appear to
be visiting your site.
So for that 100,000 page view article traﬃc spike I was describing, your real-time
report would be about 1,800 (60*30) active users, just for that page. There’s probably
a diﬀerence of opinion in this room about whether that’s a huge number or not.
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Testing
Your Server

So now that you have a rough idea of what user numbers we might be aiming to
support, let’s look at testing our server.
A webserver handles a big load much like a rowboat handles a big load. When
there’s no traﬃc, it’s pretty easy to paddle it around, pretty responsive. When there’s
a bit more traﬃc, it goes a bit slower, but it still will get you where you need to go.
But once your load gets past a certain point -- glub glub. You have a serious failure
and you can’t go anywhere.
You can test your server using command-line tools and local applications, but that’s
something best done by developers. For you, the easiest test I've found is a service
called LoadStorm.
https://loadstorm.com/
You go to the site, sign up for an account and for $300, you "buy" 5000 virtual users,
which you can then use to test your server. Each time you test, you use up some of
those virtual users.
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New Relic

Now, how do you find out what that “falling over” cause is?
Debugging the question of load, that’s something your web hosting provider can help
with, or your developer. There is a really good tool called New Relic that you should
think about using… it’s very pricey, but if you just sign up for a month, it’s VERY good
at letting you see exactly what parts of what pages are causing the most load on your
server.
Usually, I find about 5 or more bottlenecks, one after the other, until finally you reach a
point where the bottleneck is just something unresolvable. But whatever point you
stop at, you will at least know how much traﬃc your site can handle, and whether or
not you’re okay with that level.
Before you accept your limitations, though, let me give you a few suggestions to
increase your site’s traﬃc-handling ability.

Cloudﬂare
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For only $20 / month, you can sign up for a service called Cloudflare. What they do is
this: every request for your Web site, is now run through their own server first -- it’s a
cloud-based firewall, also called a reverse proxy, and it’s somewhat like putting a gate
at the bottom of your driveway outside your house; only the important traﬃc gets to
come up your driveway.
What’s the catch? In order to do this, you have to let Cloudflare handle ALL the DNS
requests for your domain. Essentially, they take over the DNS for you.
They have a very good record when it comes to supporting free speech and standing
up to government subpoenas and such, but it is definitely a trust-based relationship.
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Caching, Caching
Everywhere

I had a long slide here all about caching, but I realized it was reeeeeaaally boring and
also that it would be diﬀerent from site to site. I’m going to skip this and assume you
either know all about caching or that you don’t need to. However, the key points for
caching are:
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4 Things About Caching
1. Have appropriate caching, set up properly
2. Be sure one person understands your whole caching
situation
3. Have simple ways to clear or update your cache(s) -- all at
once, as well as piecemeal
4. Never clear the whole cache when your site is under
heavy load

Page Speed Testing
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I’m only going to mention this as a side note -- Page Speed is definitely important,
and there is a LOT to study about it. Use the tool called GTMetrix.com and you can
see how your site performs, speed-wise.
But keep in mind, having fast pages will help you serve more visitors, but it’s not the
same thing as handling volume. Remember that the key in a big news situation is
volume, not just speed. You want to serve a proper page to every visitor. And not
everything that helps page SPEED helps with page VOLUME.
If you do want a really good tool that helps you improve page speed, check out
GTMetrix.com.
This site will run two major test suites against your site -- one from Yahoo, and one
from Google -- and will give you recommendations on how to improve your page’s
speed. Some recommendations are easy to implement, and some will be diﬃcult or
expensive or both.
Pages that serve ads will, as a general rule, never be really good at page speed, but
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Beneﬁtting from
Big News

So, you’ve done all your preparation, and now a big news event has happened -perhaps some kids have put a magic hat on a snowman and it began to dance
around, and you have video. Something big like that.
You publish the snowman story and… you sit back and wait? Nope!

Some ways you can push news out:
1. Send a Text

5. Social Media

2. Email Newsletter

6. Apple News

3. Browser Push Notification

7. Sitewide Alerts

4. iOS and Android Notifications

8. Chatbots

I’m going to talk about 8 ways you can draw special attention to your big story. These
are not in any particular order -- diﬀerent stories might merit diﬀerent distribution, and
diﬀerent news desks and audiences might prefer diﬀerent ways.
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Ask for the cell phone numbers of your readers, and send out a text alert.
For this, it’s necessary to use a service like Twilio.com or Bandwidth.com to send a
batch of text messages out, because it’s really madness to try to build your own
SMS-delivery system. That means there’s some cost.

1. Send a Text

Cost per text: $0.004 to $0.0075 unless you buy more than 5 million texts up front.
Speed: 1 per second per number (Outgoing Numbers cost $1 / month)
You can also purchase a short code for $1000 / month and then you can send out
100 messages / second.
Pros: Lots of people have cell phones. It’s really easy to set up and manage.
Cons: Not a channel you should overuse. People want urgent things by SMS, not
interesting things.

2. Email Newsletter
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Ask readers for their email address. Have a breaking news email list. Send to it.
Cost: Can be pretty cheap, but there are ways to make it more expensive but also
more eﬀective. $1 to send 10,000 emails is a good rule of thumb.
There are email delivery services like MailGun and Amazon’s Simple Email Service.
They help ensure that your email isn’t marked as spam, that it’s delivered quickly no
matter how many you’re sending.
Side note: I should have mentioned Amazon also has an SMS delivery service called
Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS), but I have no experience with it, so…
Also, I don’t like recommending Amazon for EVERYTHING, although they obviously
would like us to think of them as a one-stop solution and Alexa is probably listening
to me right now.
Then there are email newsletter services, like MailChimp and ExactTarget. These help
you not just to send emails, but to compose them based on templates, and to
manage your email lists, and to see how eﬀective your “open rate” and
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3. Browser Push
Notiﬁcations

This is an interesting and fairly new technology. Newer desktop browsers have this
new functionality built in, called Browser Push Notifications. Any user who first opts
in, accepting push notifications from your site, can be later sent a notification that will
show up via the user’s desktop.
You can try it yourself at https://push.hopstudios.com/
Explaining the details of how this works… I can go into it, but the short version is: it’s
a very tall sandwich with many, many layers of services co-operating.
https://onesignal.com/what-are-push-notifications
Your user doesn’t have to be on your site to get a notification, they just have to have
their browser running. And if you use Safari on a Mac, even if your browser isn’t
running, which is pretty cool.
Cost: Pushcrew is $20 / month and up for more than 2000 subscribers. OneSignal is
free, kind of. The notification services oﬀer sending notifications for free, and then
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4. iOS and Android
Notiﬁcations

You’re holding a notification device in your hand right now -- pretty nice to be able to
instantly send to a bunch of those. App notifications are essentially instant and rate
limitless. How common is this? Five years ago in 2013, Apple announced it was
sending 7 billion notifications daily — and that doesn’t include notification that are ondevice, like timers and calendar alerts. Apple’s documentation says “If you're seeing
throughput lower than 9,000 notifications per second, your server might benefit from
improved error handling logic."
However, quite honestly, setting this up for your news operation might be tough on its
own. A notification has to be sent to an app on the phone. So you need your own
app, which you may already have, and if you don’t and you want one, that’s a whole
separate discussion and cost.
Or you need to convince your reader to download what is essentially a notification
receiver app.
There are apps like this -- so if I own a restaurant, and I convince people to download
a notification receiver app, then I can send them daily soup specials. But many
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I feel it’s a little obvious that if you have a big story, you should post it to social media.
That’s kind of a given.
What I *can* tell you, is that there are ways to improve how you post to social media,
and I’m just going to give you a few highlights...:

5. Social Media
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5a. Open Graph
& Twitter Cards
“The Open Graph protocol
enables any web page to become

Facebook has developed this positively Orwellian-named thing called “the Open
Graph protocol”. Even the URL is dystopian: http://ogp.me/ Open Graph is
ostensibly for use by anyone, but it’s really for use just for Facebook at this point.
When Facebook talks about “a social graph” -- they mean, inside Facebook. And
when they talk about the Open Graph, what they mean is, anything on the Web
(where it’s open) can be given data tags — meta tags — that help that content be
integrated properly into Facebook.

a rich object in a social graph.”
http://ogp.me/

How does this related to big news? News gets shared more, and read more, if it’s
customized for the place where the viewer sees it… if you spend a moment to make
sure that the Facebook and Twitter shares of your stories look their best, you’ll get
additional traﬃc, especially at a time when your news is in front of people who don’t
normally see it.
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5b. Deﬁne a Hashtag

#p4bn
#sotg

If it’s a big story, even if it’s all yours at first, it’ll pick up a life of its own. By defining a
hash tag for it, you’ll be a bigger part of the news sharing… and if the story has a
hashtag already, use it wherever possible. Oh — and do check to make sure your
hash tag isn’t already being used for something else.
I am involved with the sport of Ultimate, which has a very important and unique rule
called Spirit of the Game. It’s as peaceful and utopian a rule as you can imagine, and
I’ll happily talk to you about it later. Folks often use the hash tag #sotg to refer to this
rule. However, there’s another group of people who use the hashtag #sotg —
Student of the Gun, which is aimed at a very diﬀerent audience. So that’s
awkward… :)
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There’s debate over the value of Facebook Instant Articles, and that can be a whole
other discussion, but one thing I can say is that if you use this technology, you will
save your servers from a lot of traﬃc, and you’ll be sure your article is served quickly
to the Facebook audience. When you’re looking at reach, there are advantages.
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Those of you on an iPhone, you have an app called “News” -- which reminds me a
little of “Field of Dreams” with that quote: “If you build it, they will come.”

5c.
Facebook
Instant
Articles

6. Apple News

If you aren’t sending your content into Apple News, you’re missing out on access to a
new audience -- Apple News content shows up in search,it’s a commonly browsed
news app on iOS devices (in the U.S.) and it may be referenced by Siri if you ask a
question about current events.

“If you build it, he will come”

Getting set up on Apple News is a whole talk of its own, but I wanted to point out one
thing you might not know -- if you have your content automatically heading into Apple
News, you may be missing out on the maximum impact. Apple has a news team of
about a dozen journalists, they have a slack channel for publishers to contact them
about big stories, and they also have a way to flag articles as “promoted articles” -which gives them better visibility in Apple News. If you aren’t marking a story as
“promoted” from time to time, you should.
Cost / Speed: A little hard to say here. It’s complex, and depends.
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So, your big story is probably the top item on your home page… that just makes
sense.
But there are going to be people coming to your site for other reasons, people who
are visiting another article -- they ought to get notified about news aﬀecting them as
well. Having a site-wide alert banner that is easy to enable, is a good way to inform
your community about something that could aﬀect them.

7.
Sitewide
Alerts

In fact, I think this is an underused tactic. I see it really rarely, and while I don’t think
it’s something you should be using every week, it’s certainly not something I would be
oﬀended by seeing once every month or two. I’m much less inclined to be irritated by
an interesting news banner than I am by a popup that’s trying to get me to sign up for
a newsletter or give me a coupon…
Cost: Some design and development time
Speed: Should be instant.
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8. Chatbots

Again, this option is probably worth its own session, but it’s definitely worth
investigating. Both Facebook’s Messenger and Apple’s iMessage have a way for
businesses to set up pseudo-intelligent chatbots for businesses that can respond to
simple questions, and that can initiate conversations once a user has given
permission.
I can see two good uses for chatbots: one is for notifying folks of significant news
events (especially news events that happen cyclically, like election results or sporting
events. The other is for ongoing updates on particular topics -- a huge construction
project, a long court story, etc.
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Every site I’ve worked with has seen, after a big news event, that their base traﬃc
level stays higher than it did before the event. If you handle the traﬃc well, you will
pick up additional readers. You want to maximize this eﬀect. Don’t go down, and
jettison anything you need to in order to stay running.

Other Ways to Beneﬁt
From Big News

Ask for Something

First of all: Handle the traﬃc.
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Realize that people are going to come to your article page first, not your home
page, and that they might not visit any other page.
Capture viewers - get them to subscribe -- tie the message directly to the event
i.e. “If you want to get all our coverage of this over the next week, follow us on
Twitter.”

Ask for Donations(?)
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This one is a little trickier. Most people won’t donate to you just because of one
breaking news story that they stumble onto. They might if it’s a big news story that
shows your investigative expertise and dedication, or if it’s a story that meshes with
their beliefs and values.
But mostly, people donate to you when two things happen: when they feel like they
have money, and when they feel guilty because you’re asking them for a certain
number of times. There’s a lot of psychology that goes into successful sales or
donation campaigns and outreach. I’ll just say that breaking news on its own isn’t
enough to trigger donations, and I would rather choose to get someone subscribed to
my site, and get donations from them later.

What Should I Ask?
1. Sign up for updates, newsletter
2. Make a donation
3. Register
4. Share the story
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You’ve got new people, and you want to get them hooked. So focus on what they
would want next. And that would be, more information.
What I’d like to see, if you can, is a custom bookmarking / notification system, that’s
tied to an article, and sends out alerts when that article is referenced by a new article.
I haven’t seen that used much, and I think it could be really useful.
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Now It’s Your Turn to
Ask for Something…
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Last Slide
URL for presentation
Hashtag: #p4bn

nep@hopstudios.com
604.408.5722
@nep

Any questions?

